idea has been adopted by Manohar et al., 6 and the sparse-sensor-placement algorithm has been developed and discussed. The idea here is expressed by the following equation:
Here, y ∈ R p , x ∈ R r , H ∈ R p×n and U ∈ R n×r are the observation vector, the POD mode amplitude vector, the sparse sensor location matrix, and spatial POD modes, respectively. In addition, p, n, and r are numbers of sensor location, degree of freedom of the spatial POD modes, and the rank for truncated POD, respectively. The problem above is considered to be one of the sensor selection problems when the POD mode U is assumed to be a sensor-candidate matrix. The graphical image of the equation above is shown in Fig. 1 . Thus far, this sensor selection problem has been solved by convex approximation and greedy algorithm, where greedy algorithm was shown to be much faster than the convex approximation algorithms. The greedy algorithm is based on QR-discreteempirical-interpolation method 7, 8 when the number of the sensors is the same as that of POD mode and its extension for the least square problem when the number of the sensor is greater than that of POD modes. Both convex approximation and greedy algorithm work pretty well for the sensor selection problems. Now, the present authors attempt to apply those methods to vector-measurement sensor, such as two components of velocity of particle image velocimetry, or simultaneous velocity, pressure and temperature measurements used in weather forecasting. The extension of the vector-measurement-sensor selection of convex approximation has already been addressed in the original paper, 9 while one of the greedy algorithm has not been conducted. The sensor selection of very high dimension with such a constraint should be resolved in reasonable time scale when the real-time measurement and flow-control or flow prediction would be conducted. Therefore, the extension of greedy sparse sensor selection method with the vector measurement sensors is straightforwardly proposed and it is applied to test and PIV data to reconstruct the full state based on the information given by the sparse vector-measurement sensors.
II. Material and Methods

II.A. PIV Measurement
The PIV measurement for acquiring time-resolved data of flow fields around an airfoil was conducted previously. 10 Here, the experimental data are briefly explained. The wind tunnel testing was conducted in Tohoku-university Basic Aerodynamic Research Wind Tunnel (T-BART) with a closed test section of 300 mm × 300 mm cross-section. The airfoil of the test model has an NACA0015 profile the chord length and span width of which are 100 mm and 300 mm, respectively. The freestream velocity U ∞ and attack angle of the airfoil α were set to be 10 m/s and 16 degree, respectively. The time-resolved PIV measurement was conducted with the double-pulse laser. In PIV measurement, the time between pulses, the sampling rate, the particle image resolution and the total number of image pairs were 100 µs, 5000 Hz, 1024 × 1024 pixels, and N = 1000, respectively. The tracer particles were 50 % aqueous solution of glycerin with estimated diameter of a few micrometers. The particle images were acquired by using the double pulse laser (LDY-300PIV, Litron) and a high-speed camera (SA-X2, Photron) which were synchronised each other.
II.B. Previous Greedy Algorithm for Scalar Measurement Sensors
In the greedy algorithm based on QR decomposition for scalar measurement problem, i-th sensor is chosen where
Here,
, and V i j = V = U and V i j = V = UU T for p = r and p > r sensor conditions, respectively. Given i index, the V matrix is pivoted and QR decomposition is conducted. After that, the next sensor is chosen for remaining matrix. The algorithms for p = r and p > r sensors are QR-discrete-empirical-interpolation method (QDEIM) 8 and optimized sparse sensor placement as an extension of QDEIM, respectively. The both optimizations are considered to conduct the maximization of determinant of the C or C T C matrix to stably solve x vector. Here, C T C is used when the dimension of observation y is larger than that of the state x in the least square method or in the pseudo inverse matrix multiplication. For this purpose, the select of the sensor position is based on maximizing the norm of the corresponding row vector of the sensor-candidate matrix. Although the round-off error increases, this procedure can be written by Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization with choosing the rows of the largest norm. This replacement of QR decomposition by Gram-Schmidt procedure clearly shows what we do in this algorithm as shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Greedy algorithm for sparse scalar measurement sensor placement procedure Greedy Sparse Scalar Measurement Sensor Placement Algorithm(a, b) Set sensor-candidate matrix U.
II.C. Proposed Greedy Algorithm for Vector Measurement Sensors
In the vector measurement, we consider the following equation:
Here, U k ∈ R n s ×r is a kth vector component of a sensor candidate matrix, H ∈ R p× n s is the sensor location matrix for each vector components. Here, s is the number of components of the measure-ment vector. Again, p, n, and r are the numbers of sensor location, degree of freedom of the spatial POD modes including different vector component, and the rank for truncated POD, respectively. This arrangement of data is intentionally chosen with considering the situation when we apply the data matrix of
T and use the spatial POD modes of X as a sensor-candidate matrix, where X T u and X T v are data matrices of x-velocity component and y-velocity component in PIV data, respectively. This arrangement does not matter for the Gram-Schmidt procedure, but we recommend to reorder the data as the data of the same vector-measurement sensor are gathered in successive rows when this algorithm is further straightforwardly extended by block-pivoting and block-QR algorithm for eliminating round-off error. Unfortunately, the latter extension is not addressed in this short note, for brevity.
In the sense of Eq. 5, the vector-measurement sensor placement problem can be seen as the restriction on the choice of sensor of H s matrix. Similar to the scalar version, the next sensor can be chosen to maximize the determinant of C or C T C matrix. Because the multiple (s) rows of U matrix are chosen simultaneously by selecting one point in the vector version, the hypervolume of selected row vectors are maximized, instead of the norm of the row vector in the scalar version. This hypervolume (square root of J i in the algorithm) can be simply computed by the Gram-Schmidt-like procedure by multiplying the norm of one row and removing its component from other selected rows in order. After choosing the sensors, we can subtract the components of selected row vectors from the sensor-candidate matrix, and then proceed to next sensor placement selection. The algorithm is summarised in Algorithm 2.
III. Results and Discussions
The reduced-order PIV data are reconstructed by sparse sensors that are chosen by several method. Here, the PIV data for flows around airfoils are adopted, and the truncated POD with r = 10 modes are preconditioned. Here, at least five sensors which has two velocity components for each are required for the reconstruction of the PIV data of r = 10. The extension of the convex approximation method 9 for the vector sensor placement are addressed in the original paper, and it is adopted in present test case. This method is called a convex (vector) method, for brevity. The greedy method for the scalar sensor placement is applied only for the u field, but both u and v information are employed when the data is reconstructed. Because the v information is not used for the sensor placement at all, it is not expected to work well. This method is called a greedy (scalar) method for brevity. The proposed greedy method for vector sensor placement is called a greedy (vector) method for brevity. Figure 2 shows the selected sensor position (black open circle) over the u-velocity flow field at the same PIV-data time and POD mode amplitude histories of r = 1, 2 and 3 obtained by the noisy data (blue plus line) and the sparse-sensor reconstruction (black close circle line) at p = 5 Algorithm 2 Greedy algorithm for sparse vector-measurement sensor placement procedure Greedy Sparse Vector Measurement Sensor Placement Algorithm(a, b) Set sensor-candidate matrix U j for jth vector component measurement.
written with the C matrix as follows:
Figures 2(a), (b), (c) and (d) are original data, the reconstructed data based on the sensor chosen by the convex approximation method for vector sensor placement, 9 those based on the sensor chosen by the present greedy method for vector sensor placement, and those based on the sensor chosen by the previous greedy method for scalar sensor placement 6 respectively. The smaller difference between the POD mode amplitude history of the noisy data and the reconstructed based on the sparse sensors corresponds to the more precise reconstruction of the flow field by the sparse sensor chosen by the method above. Although there is no qualitatively clear difference in the selected positions of each sparse sensor by convex (vector), greedy (vector) and greedy (scalar) methods, each POD mode amplitude is quite different. Here, the estimation error is introduced for quantitative evaluation of flow field reconstruction.
Here, e i, j = x i, j − x reconst i, j
. Figure 3 shows the relationship between the estimation error and the number of sensors p, obtained by convex (vector) (gray close circle), greedy (scalar) (black open circle), and the present greedy (vector) (blue close circle) at r = 10. The estimation error decreases as the number of sensors increases. In the case of the number of sensors p = 5, the estimation error of convex (vector), greedy (vector) and greedy (scalar) algorithms are 144, 73, and 301, respectively. Although the greedy (vector) algorithm is more effective than the other algorithms in a small number of sensors (p < 8), the estimation error of greedy (scalar) is smaller than that of greedy (vector) in p > 8 as shown in Fig. 3 . This might be because the greedy (vector) algorithm cannot find good sensor positions after p > 8 due to elimination of the v components of chosen sensors from the u-components of the sensor candidate matrix, whereas u components of the present PIV data are better than v components from the view points of the signal-to-noise ratio. Meanwhile, the greedy (scalar) algorithm can choose better sensor position after p > 8 because it only choose the sensors based only on u components which has better signal-to-noise ratio than v components. Also, the estimation error of the convex (vector) algorithm is smaller than that of the greedy (vector) algorithm in p > 8. However, because the calculation cost of convex is much bigger than greedy (vector) algorithm, the greedy (vector) algorithm is more effective for sparse sensor placement than the convex (vector) algorithm especially in the case of a small number of sensors. 
IV. Conclusions
The greedy method extended for the vector-measurement sensor problem, such as the sensor placement problem in PIV data, is introduced and investigated in this paper. The sensor selection problem is solved by a convex approximation method for vector sensor and greedy algorithms for scalar and vector sensors, where greedy algorithms are shown to be much faster than the convex approximation algorithms. The calculation results show that estimation error of the vectored greedy is smaller than other methods in a small number of sensors (p < 8). However, the difference between estimation errors obtained by each method is small as a number of sensors increases. Therefore, the vectored greedy is illustrated to be more effective sparse sensing than other methods in a small number of sensor.
